
The Adventure of Steve 

 

Steve is walking through The 
Terrifying Nether in search of a 
diamond block which is marked by 
an ‘X’ on his map. To the naked eye 
Steve is just a regular human 
being, but at night in the World of 
The Nether he becomes an 
extreme sword fighter with kung 

fu skills. The Terrifying Nether is home to The Blaze.  This is a flame throwing monster 
with orange spikes up his back and red angry eyes. What Steve is yet to find out is that 
The Blaze is guarding the Diamond block. 

Steve is crossing a stone bridge which takes him over a pit of larva.  Just as he reaches 
halfway, the bridge in front of him collapses and he drops his map… he watches, 
helplessly, as it burns away. He now must figure out how to get across and how to find 
the diamond.  He finds a stick which he uses to help him propel across the gap. 

Once on the other side of the pit, he realises that the collapsing of the bridge has set a 
timer for 10 days for him to find the diamond.  He realises that on the 10th day the whole 
Nether will go BOOM!!! . . .   

But then The Blaze strikes. He uses a flame throwing attack towards Steve. Even though 
it would waste his sword, Steve turns his sword to create a protective shield and blocks 
the attack. 

He kills The Blaze just with a swing of his now broken sword and diamond is released so 
Steve gets the diamond. 

Then Steve makes a friend named Alex who he rescues from 
The Blaze’s grasp.  By using a crafting table, Steve makes 
the diamond into a diamond sword. The next book is 
Alex’s Adventure. 
The end. 

 Good bye! This book is based on Minecraft and the 
characters are Steve, Alex and The Blaze.  

 

 

 

 


